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Abstract: The reactive-transportation of radioactive elements in fractured rock mass is critical to the
storage of radioactive elements. To describe the reactive-transportation and distribution morphology
of a uranium-containing solution, a stress-dependent reactive transport model was developed, and
the simulator of FLAC3D-CFD was employed. The uranium transport experiment subjected to the
variation of confining stress of 5–19 MPa and hydraulic pressure of 0.5–3.5 MPa was conducted in
fractured rock mass. The results show that the uranium-containing solution transport and distribution
is significantly dependent on the evolution of the connected channel in rough-walled fracture, which
is significantly influenced by the confining stress and hydraulic pressure. In more detail, the increase
of confining stress resulted in the anisotropic of seepage channel in aperture, and corresponding
turbulence flow and uranium retention were presented at the fracture aperture of 2–5 µm. As the
increase of hydraulic pressure, flow regime evolved from the inertial flow to vortex flow, and the
transformation region is 16 MPa confining stress and 1.5 MPa hydraulic pressure. The evolution of
loading paths also dominates the flow and solute transport, and high seepage speed and strong solute
transport were presented at the k = 1 (ratio of vertical stress loading to horizontal stress unloading),
and a laminar flow and weak solute transport were presented at k = 0.

Keywords: fractured rock mass; uranium-containing solution; multifield coupling; reactive transport;
rough-walled fracture

MSC: 74L20; 74F10

1. Introduction

The nuclear energy provides 16% clear energy for human development, while aban-
doning radioactive resources threatens the environment safety and human health. Uranium
as a fundamental nuclear energy material attracts the attention of researchers and engi-
neers in the field of mining and contaminant disposal. During the uranium mining, the
original rock stress and flow state of the reservoir are destroyed, which is manifested by
the propagation of fractures and the migration of radioactive pollutants. Natural rock mass
is a multiphase medium in which solid, liquid, and gaseous phases co-exist. The geologic
structure influenced by the mining dominates the strength capability and uranium trans-
port behavior. Efforts are being made to study the structure change, uranium transport,
desorption, adsorption, and precipitation in fractured rock masses, which significantly
contributes to the mining of uranium and disposal of a uranium-containing solute [1–8].

The hydrogeological structure and interaction between the solid, gas, and fluid in the
resource deposits are crucial to the uranium exploration and pollution prevention [9–12].
When methods of in situ leaching are employed in the mining industry, the fracturing of the
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host rock dominates the behaviors of the orebody during the recovery of the mined uranium.
Specifically, the effect of fracture geometric properties, including the density, orientation,
aperture, and roughness, and the flow regime, mechanical degeneration, containment
transport, and retention, was investigated considering the external reactive activities on a
multi-scale [13–16]. By combining the latest technological achievements in equipment, such
as hydraulic pumping, computed tomography, three-dimensional (3D) profilers, materials
test systems, and rapid triaxial rock (RTR)-1000 [17–19], in the field of in situ measurement
and experimental study, novel discoveries were made, and empirical formulas were de-
rived [20–26]. Kim et al. studied the reactive transport of uranium with bacteria in fractured
rock and conducted a sensitivity analysis, based on a developed model [27]. Boissezon
et al. modelled the uranium and 226Ra mobility during and after an acidic in situ recovery
test [28]. Feng et al. developed a fractal discrete fracture network model to study the radon
migration in fractured media [29]. Wang et al. revealed that the concentration of HCO3

−

increased after CO2 injection, and CO2 was able to migrate toward the shallow aquifer
through existing leakage pathways, and availability of Fe3+ is the main factor that limits
mineralized uranium release [30,31]. Baghbanan developed a nonlinear algorithm for pre-
dicting the normal stress–normal displacement behavior of fractures [32]. Rong conducted
water flow tests through non-mated rough-walled fractures under normal stresses ranging
from 1.0 MPa to 5.0 MPa [33]. Zhang experimentally investigated the fluid flow regimes
through deformable rock fractures by conducting water flow tests through both mated and
non-mated sandstone fractures in triaxial cells [34].

On the other hand, the algorithms and mathematical model contribute to visualization
of the geochemical-physical coupling process [35–38]. Rutqvist presented a linked mul-
ticontinuum and crack tensor approach for modeling coupled geomechanics, fluid flow,
and solute transport in fractured rocks [39]. Lei reported a stress-induced variable aperture
model to characterize the effect of polyaxial stress conditions on the fluid flow in 3D persis-
tent fracture networks and performed the geomechanical modeling of the fractured rock by
the finite-discrete element method (FEMDEM) [40]. Zhao presented a closed-form solution
for modeling the coupled stress–flow–transport processes along a single fracture embedded
in a porous rock matrix [41]. Crandall related the macroscopic roughness parameters to the
effective flow through fractures, examining the relationship between wall roughness and
fluid flow in rock fractures [42]. Akhavan quantified the effects of crack width, tortuosity,
and roughness on the water permeability of cracked mortars [43].

The in situ leaching uranium and contaminants control is a complex geomechanical
and geochemical process, and the transport and retention of the uranium-containing
solution through a fractured rock mass significantly affects the underground environment
safety. The characterization of transport and retention of the in situ leaching uranium in
a fractured rock mass is important. In this study, a stress-dependent reactive transport
model, describing the coupling evolution of geofractures and uranium-containing solute
transport in fractured rock mass, was established. The transport and distribution of the
uranium-containing solution in a fractured rock mass, located at an overlying resource
reservoir of ordos basin, were studied, combined with the FLAC3D-CFD simulator. The
factors, including fracture morphology, confining stress, and loading path, that influence the
uranium-containing transport and distribution were analyzed. In the following section, the
mathematical model was described, the application of the established model was showed
in Section 3, the results and analysis were conducted in Section 4, and the conclusions were
made in Section 5.

2. Mathematical Model for Uranium Transport in Rough-Walled Fractures

The reactive transport of the in situ leaching uranium is a complex process of diffusion,
adsorption, desorption, and oxidation–reduction, which was deeply influenced by the
variation of component, structure, hydraulic gradient and in situ stress. The geomechanical,
geochemical, and hydro-mechanical effect on the transport of uranium should be taken
into account, as the reactive transport of uranium is modelled.
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2.1. Equivalent Hydromechanical Coupling Description

The flow regimes and morphology of the uranium-containing solute in fractured
rock mass is dominated by fluid kinematical viscosity and the fracture geometric property.
Changes in the fractured rock structure induced by normal stress and shear stress are
characterized by the normal displacement and shear dilation, as shown in Figure 1. The
fracture aperture, as a function of normal closure, dilatational strain and shear expansion,
is governed by the following equation:

b = hi − δ + ∆bdil + ε + b0 (1)

where δ is the normal closure; hi, the maximum closure; ε, the dilation strain; ∆bdil , the
shear expansion; and b0, is initial aperture.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the fracture aperture model.

Considering the fracture geometry of contact area and connecting void, the equivalent
mechanic aperture can be described as follows:

e = b(1− 1.1w)4(1 +
2
D
)

3/5
(2)

w = w1 + ne−
σn
kn (3)

where b is the mechanical aperture; e, the equivalent fracture aperture; w, the contact
area; w1, the initial contact area; n, the normal direction; D, the fractal dimension of the
connecting void. In this work, the ultra-thin square plate (UTSP) covering method was
used to calculate the fractal dimension, as shown in (Figure 2) [44].

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the UTSP covering method.
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The description of aperture closure in the normal direction was studied by Bandis [45]
in 1983 and progressively modified by Baghbanan and Jing [32], as shown below:

δ =
9σnhi

σnc + 10σn
(4)

where σn is the normal stress; σnc, the critical normal stress to end-closed fracture; and hi,
the maximum closure. Furthermore, the normal stiffness is expressed as follows:

kn =
(10σn + σnc)

2

6σncb0
(5)

where Kn is the normal stiffness. In addition, the effect of the shear stress on the fracture
dilation was studied by Chen [16], and the following specific expression was obtained:

∆bdil =
1
b0

{
ψpeak

r

[
1− e−r(δ−δ0)

]
+

ψ3
peak

9r

[
1− e−3r(δ−δ0)

]}
(6)

ψ
peak
f = JRClog10

JCS
−σ′z f

(7)

where ∆bdil is the fracture dilation caused by shear stress; JRC, the roughness coefficient of
the fracture; JCS, the wall compressive strength of fracture; ψ

peak
f , the peak dilatancy angle

of the fracture.
Furthermore, the dilation strain caused by the geochemical reaction is shown:

ε =

{
atb 0 < t < t0
at0 t > t0

(8)

where a and b are the fitting parameters related to the attribute of the rock mass; t0, the
threshold of dilatational strain; t, the experiment time.

On the other hand, structural changes in the fractured rock mass contribute to its
self-mechanical attribute. To express the anisotropic and heterogeneous rock mass strength,
the dynamic equivalent bulk modulus and shear modulus related to the fracture and matrix
strength are governed by the following equation in the work of Gan [46]:

K =
1

1
Kint act

+
f racnum

∑ 2Vratio
b

[(
1

Kn f
− 1

Ks f

)(
1− n4

2
)
+ 1

Ks f
n2

1

] (9)

G =
1

1
Gint act

+
f racnum

∑ 2Vratio
b

[(
1

Kn f
− 1

Ks f

)(
n4

1 − n2
1n2

2
)
+ 1

Ks f
n2

1

] (10)

where Kintact is the bulk modulus of the intact rock; Gintact, the shear modulus of the intact
rock; and Vratio, the volumetric ratio of the truncated fracture over the element volume.

2.2. Flow Regime in Fractured Structures

In order to determine the flow state in a rough-walled fracture, the Darcy flow,
non-Darcy flow, and turbulent flow subjected to changes in hydraulic gradient and frac-
ture geometry were considered. The Forchheimer equation, given in the form shown in
Equation (11), has been widely used as the empiric and theoretic formula to describe the
flow behavior in porous media and rock fractures [15].

Forchheimer equation is described as:

− J = Av + Bv2, (11)
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where J is the pressure gradient in the flow direction, and v, the seepage velocity. Fur-
thermore, A and B are the coefficients describing energy losses due to viscous and inertial
dissipation mechanisms, respectively. A is calculated by µ

k , and B is expressed as βρ, where
µ is the dynamic viscosity of fluid; k, the intrinsic permeability; β, the non-Darcy coefficient;
and ρ, the fluid density. Taking the equivalent mechanic aperture into account, the intrinsic
permeability vector kij and non-Darcy coefficient vector βij are expressed as:

kij =
f racnum

∑
1

12
(

Pkkδij − Pij
)
=

f racnum

∑
1

12

(
Vratio
bini

e3n2
kδij −

Vratio
bini

e3ninj

)
(12)

βij =
f racnum

∑ Aij pij/
(

2bij ebij+1
)

(13)

where Aij and bij are dimensionless regression coefficients; Pij represents the influence of
asperity height; bini is the initial aperture of fracture.

2.3. Reactive Transport in Fractured Rock Mass

For in situ leaching of uranium, chemical reactions between the alkaline leaching
solute and solid uranium can be described using the following expression:

UO2(S)
I

+
1
2O2(aq)

I I
+

CO3
2−(aq)
I I I

+
2HCO3

−(aq)
IV

→ UO2(CO)3
4−(aq)

V
+

H2O(l)
VI

(14)

Variations in the components of the reactive transport are expressed as follows:

∂tcI I +∇(cI IU) = −σ(cs)

ρϕ
RI I (15)

∂tcI I I +∇(cI I IU) = −σ(cs)

ρϕ
RI I I (16)

∂tcIV +∇(cIVU) = −σ(cs)

ρϕ
RIV (17)

∂tcV +∇(cVU) = −σ(cs)

ρϕ
RV (18)

∂tcI = −
σ(cs)

ρs(1− ϕ)
RI (19)

where CI is the uranium oxide grade; CII, CIII, CIV, and CV are the mass fractions of the
solute; U is the transport velocity; σ(cS) is the effective reaction area of the uranium ore; ϕ
is the porosity; RI is the source of uranium oxide; and RII, RIII, RIV, and RV are the solute
source terms.

The migration of multispecies in a fluid flow is governed by the following reactive
advection–dispersion equation:

∂αlρl ϕ
k
l

∂t
+∇ ·

(
αlρl

→
ul ϕ

k
l − αlΓ

k
l · ∇ · ϕ

k
l

)
= Sk

l k = 1, . . . , N (20)

where ϕl
k is the component of the scalar k, defined as the ratio of k component mass to

phase-l; αl is the volume fraction, defined as the ratio of phase-l volume to the solution
volume; ρl , and ul are the density, and velocity of the species-l, respectively; and Γl

k and
Sl

k are the diffusion coefficient and source item, respectively.

2.4. Transport Kinetic Equation

The governing equation of fluid flow in fractured rock followed Navier–Stokes (N-S)
equations.
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Continuity equation:
∂ρ f

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ρ f u

)
= 0 (21)

Momentum conservation equation:

∂
(

ρ f u
)

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ρ f u

)
u = −∇p +∇ ·

[
µ f

(
∇u +∇uT

)
− 2

3
µ f (∇ · u)I

]
(22)

where ρf is the fluid density, u is the fluid velocity, p is the fluid pressure, µf is the hydrody-
namic viscosity, I is the identity matrix.

2.5. Integrated Reactive Transport Model

Considering the structural change caused by physicomechanical effects, the transport
of the uranium-containing solute through a rough-walled fracture is given as:

UO2(S) + 1
2O2(aq) + CO3

2−(aq) + 2HCO3
−(aq)→ UO2(CO)3

4−(aq) + H2O(l)
∂ρ f
∂t +∇ ·

(
ρ f u

)
= 0

∂(ρ f u)
∂t +∇ ·

(
ρ f u

)
u = −∇p +∇ ·

[
µ f
(
∇u +∇uT)− 2

3 µ f (∇ · u)I
]

∂αl ρl ϕk
l

∂t
+∇ ·

(
αlρl

→
ul ϕ

k
l − αlΓk

l · ∇ · ϕ
k
l

)
= Sk

l , k = 1, . . . , N

K = 1

1
Kint act

+
f racnum

∑
2Vratio

b

[(
1

Kn f
− 1

Ks f

)
(1−n4

2)+
1

Ks f
n2

1

]
G = 1

1
Gint act

+
f racnum

∑
2Vratio

b

[(
1

Kn f
− 1

Ks f

)
(n4

1−n2
1n2

2)+
1

Ks f
n2

1

]
−J = µ

k υ + βρυ2,

kij =
f racnum

∑ 1
12
(

Pkkδij − Pij
)
=

f racnum
∑ 1

12

(
Vratio
bini

e3n2
kδij − Vratio

bini
e3ninj

)
, (14)

βij =
f racnum

∑ Aij pij/
(

2bij ebij+1
)

.

2.6. Simulation Scheme

During the performance the developed model, the transformation script was edited
using the fish and C language to call the FLAC3D and CFD. The stress tensor, hydraulic
pressure, and fracture geometry were transferred between FLAC3D and CFD. The specific
procedure is as follows, and scheme is shown in Figure 3.

The mesh model was established in the FLAC3D and CFD firstly, according to the
simulation object. Then, the mechanical calculation was conducted in the FLAC3D, and a
corresponding strain tensor in each block was obtained based on the Mohr–Coulomb crite-
rion, and the convergence of the calculation is set as 10−5; The strain tensor was transferred
into the corresponding block in the CFD model based on the transformation script, and the
permeability was defined based on Equations (12) and (13), and the pressure differences
and fluid velocity were changed based on Equations (21) and (22). Simultaneously, the
diffusion of the uranium-containing solution was re-calculated, combining the source of
chemical solution. The calculation was conducted until the setting time. Finally, the fluid
pressure was transferred into the corresponding block in FLAC3D through the UDS and
fish script, and the effective stress was modified considering the fluid pressure. Then, the
strain tensor was modified based on the Mohr–Coulomb criterion, and the convergence
of the calculation was setup as 10−5. Then, the next cycle was conducted, based on the
above scheme.
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Figure 3. The simulation schematic.

2.7. Model Verification

To validate the application of the established model in the fractured rock mass, a
results comparison between the model calculation and experiment work of Chen et al. [1]
was conducted. In more detail, the sample is granite collected from a potential site for
China’s high-level radioactive waste disposal repository, with a density of 2.64–2.68 g/cm3,
porosity of 0.44–0.62%, uniaxial compressive strength of 97–161 MPa, and permeability
of 10−20 and 10−19 m2. The model with a diameter of 50 mm and length of 100 mm was
established, and the fractured rock samples with mean asperity height of 0.62 mm, 0.95 mm,
1.3 mm, 1.5 mm, and JRC of 6.0, 7.1, 8.8, 10.1 were collected. The seepage experiment
subjected to a series of hydraulic pressure ranging from 0.25 to 6.4 MPa was conducted
at a certain boundary stress, and the corresponding boundary stress increases from 5 to
25 MPa. The geometry parameter, including asperity, aperture, and JCR, was transferred
into the FLAC3D-CFD simulation. Detailed information about the relationship between the
seepage velocity and hydraulic pressure difference is presented in Figure 4. The curve is the
calculated result, and the point is the experimental result. Based on the results, it illustrates
that the stress-dependent fracture geometry and hydraulic pressure-dependent flow regime
can be well expressed. As boundary stress increased, the seepage channel decreased and
corresponding hydraulic pressure difference increased, while the increase of hydraulic
pressure promoted the flow transferred from Darcy flow to non-Darcy flow. As shown in
Figure 4, the theoretical prediction is almost consistent with the experiment data with the
R2 (The coefficient of determination R2 evaluates the accuracy of the match and represents
the degree to which the regression line fits the data. The agreement is best at R2 = 1.0) of
0.97–0.99. The seepage behavior and spatiotemporal coupling of stress–fracture–seepage in
fractured rock masses can be well described using the proposed model.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the fracture model calculating and the experimental results: (a) sample 1,
(b) sample 2, (c) sample 3, (d) sample 4.

3. Case Study

The Nalinggou uranium and Tarangaole coal mine is an overlay resources reservoir
of Ordos Basin, in which the uranium is located at 410 m depth with the grade of 0.5%,
and coal is located at a 600 m depth. The mathematical model was applied to simulate the
migration of the uranium from a uranium layer to coal seam. The specimens were collected
from the overlay resources reservoir, and artificial fractures were created. The fracture
geometry, including the roughness, asperity, and aperture, were captured by a 3D laser
scanner, as shown in Figure 5, and the geometry parameters of the experiment fracture
are listed in Table 1. The fluid and mechanical parameter was confirmed based on the in
situ leaching technology and uranium-containing layer. The model with dimensions of
100 mm length and 50 mm width was established in a FLAC3D-CFD simulator. Then, the
hydromechanical parameters were imported, and radioactive transport and morphology
were calculated. In more detail, the boundary was constrained by the confining stress of
16 MPa, and hydraulic pressure is set as 0.5–3.5 MPa, and the mass fraction of uranium-
containing solution UO2(CO3)3

4− is set as 5 × 10−4 at the fracture inlet. Additionally, the
preparation process is shown in Figure 6, and the mechanical and chemical parameters
used in the numerical calculation are listed in Table 2.

Table 1. The geometry parameters of the experiment fracture.

No. Fracture Length L (mm) Fracture Width w (mm) Contact Ratio (5 MPa) Fracture Aperture (µm) (5 MPa)

1 100 49 0.20 1.64 × 10−5

2 100 49 0.25 3.88 × 10−5

3 100 49 0.25 2.47 × 10−5

4 100 49 0.30 8.38 × 10−6

5 100 49 0.26 8.86 × 10−6

6 100 49 0.25 3.00 × 10−6

Contact ratio: the area ratio of contact zone to rough-walled fracture.
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Figure 5. Surface scanning image of the sandy mudstone fracture.

Figure 6. Transformation process of the fractured rock mass.

Table 2. The hydraulic and mechanic parameters of the fractured rock mass.

Stress Field

Density
d

(kg/m3)

Bulk Modulus
B

(GPa)

Shear Modulus
S

(GPa)

Cohesion
C

(MPa)

Tensile Strength
t

(MPa)

Internal Friction Angle
ψ

(◦)

Initial Permeability
K

(m2)

2660 33.94 22.4 4.0 22.52 35

Chemical
field

UO2(CO3)3
4− reaction rate (kg/m3s) Dispersion coefficient (m2/s)

5.0 × 10−4 10.5 0

Fracture field

Initial mean fracture width
(µm)

Initial permeability
(m2)

Initial non-darcy flow factor
β (m−1)

30 7.0 × 10−12 1.0 × 108

Transport and Distribution

The fractured rock mass with an asperity of 0.62 mm, JRC of 6.0, and dimensions
of 100 mm length × 500 mm diameter were collected. To analyze the effect of hydraulic
pressure on uranium-containing solute transport and distribution, the boundary stress
was fixed at 16 MPa, and the hydraulic pressure was set as 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 MPa,
respectively. The fracture morphology was formed by the sealed and connected voids and
contact areas, and variation of hydraulic pressure and uranium-containing solute occurred
in the connected channel, as shown in Figure 7. In more detail, the transport path of
uranium-containing solute was heterogenetically distributed, characterized by the regional
concentration and dissipation of the uranium-containing solute in a fracture area.
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The rapid and following slow decrease in the uranium-containing solute responds to
the continuing fluid flow in fracture. As the hydraulic pressure increased, the uranium-
containing solute transport was increased, and 2 days, 1.5 days, 1 day, and 0.5 days were
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required for the uranium-containing solute migration in the hydraulic pressure of 0.5, 1.5,
2.5, and 3.5 MPa, respectively. In addition, the local retention of the uranium-containing
solute presented in low-connected voids, combined with a fluid vortex phenomenon. The
hydraulic pressure promoted the improvement of the void connectivity in the fracture, and
corresponding seepage velocity and solute migration through the connected voids were
increased.

4. Sensitivity Analysis
4.1. Confining Stress

The effect of confining stress on the solution migration and distribution was conducted,
subjected to the boundary stress of 5–19 MPa and hydraulic pressure of 3.5 MPa. As shown
in Figure 8, as the confining stress increases, the fracture aperture decreases in a negative
exponential form, and the contact area ratio (the ratio of contact area in fracture to over
total areas of fracture) increases in a logarithmic form.

Figure 8. Correlation between confining stress, average aperture, and contact area ratio.

As the confining stress increases, the main seepage channels gradually decrease,
whereas small seepage channels propagated along the fracture. The increase of confining
stress triggered the decrease of the maximum average aperture from 5–40 µm to 1–35 µm,
and dynamic and slight decrease corresponds to the confining stress range of 5–13 MPa and
13–17 MPa. In addition, a void connectivity decrease and contact area increase, responding
to the increase of confining stress, were observed.

The different magnitude changes in contact area and fracture aperture occurred. In
more detail, the larger contact area is associated with a smaller aperture, and dynamic
fracture closure is presented in a larger initial aperture fracture.

4.2. Fracture Aperture

Figure 9a shows that the seepage velocity increases with the increase of fracture aper-
ture. For the same average aperture, the seepage velocity increases slightly corresponding
to an average aperture of 0–10 µm, and differences were observed in the seepage velocity
for average apertures of 5 to 40 µm.

In Figure 9a, high seepage was observed in fracture4 with an 8 µm aperture. Mean-
while, fracture2 has a larger average aperture for the same seepage velocity. Figure 9b
shows that the seepage velocity decreases with an increase in the fracture contact area
ratio, unlike the dynamic decrease of the seepage velocity subjected to the increase of the
contact area ratio from 0.2 to 0.35. In this case, a slight change in the seepage velocity
corresponding to an increase in the contact area ratio from 0.35 to 0.45 was observed. The
seepage velocity for the initial contact area ratio was 5–40 times that of the final state for a
contact area ratio of 0.43; this observation indicates that the influence of the contact area
ratio on the seepage velocity differs depending on the stages.
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In addition, for a certain contact area ratio, the seepage velocities of fracture2 and
fracture3 were 5–8 times those of fracture1, fracture4, fracture5, and fracture6. On the other
hand, the contact area ratios were different for all fractures, and fracture1 had small initial
contact area ratio, and fracture4 had a large initial contact area ratio. The contact area ratio
and fracture tortuosity also influenced the distribution of the connected voids, leading to
differences between the seepage velocities of fracture1 and fracture2, thereby indicating
that the average aperture is not the only factor dominating fracture seepage.

Figure 10 shows that the solute concentration changes with an increase in the average
aperture, and an increment of 1 × 10−4 to 5 × 10−4 was observed for an increment of
2–5 µm in the average aperture; then, the solute concentration decreased by 1 × 10−4 to
10 × 10−4 in the following increment of 5–10 µm in the average aperture was observed.
These observations imply that there exists a threshold in the fracture for the transporta-
tion between the lower and higher solute concentrations. The dynamic migration of the
uranium-containing solute was presented in the early 12 h, and the migration seepage
generally slowed in the later 12 h.
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Figure 10. Relation between the solute concentration and time.
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Considering fracture2 as an example, the characteristic of the solute migration is shown
in Figure 11. The residual solute concentration varies spatiotemporally with changes in
the average aperture and time. The residual solute is anisotropically distributed and the
concentration decreased along the fracture. High and low solute concentrations were
distributed at the inlet and outlet of the fracture, respectively. Furthermore, solute concen-
tration decreased dynamically in the first 6 h, and slightly decreased during the following
6 h, and the morphology of the solute differed for different average apertures. This obser-
vation indicates that the transport of time-dependent uranium-containing solute is highly
sensitive to the changes in the average aperture.

Figure 11. Characteristics of solute transport under different stresses.

4.3. Cross Channel of the Fracture

The experiment of fluid seepage and uranium-containing solute transport in cross
channel of the fracture was conducted, based on the double-fracture model. Compared
with the single-fracture model, the dual-fracture model adds a fracture perpendicular to
the fracture mentioned above. The characteristics of seepage flow and uranium solute
transport were studied in the scenarios of k = 0, k = 0.5, and k = 1 (the ratio of vertical stress
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loading and horizontal stress unloading, the horizontal stress direction is the direction
perpendicular to the crack surface).

For the scenario of k = 0, the 18.3 MPa axial stress and 18.3 MPa, 14.3 MPa, 10.3 MPa,
7.3 MPa, and 6.3 MPa confining stresses were successively applied. As shown in Figure 12,
the maximum seepage velocity is negatively related to the confining stress in multi-
fractured rock masses, and that the maximum seepage velocities are 2.29× 10−2, 4.42× 10−2,
6.09 × 10−2, 9.66 × 10−2, and 1.11 × 10−1 corresponding to 18.3 MPa, 14.3 MPa, 10.3 MPa,
7.3 MPa, and 6.3 MPa confining stress, respectively. As the confining stress increases,
the number and width of the flow paths for solute migration anisotropically decreased,
and corresponding fracture permeability was decreased. The block and ribbon-shaped
uranium-containing solute areas gradually decreased in inclined and vertical fractures. The
local retention of the uranium-containing solute induced by the vortex and inertial flow
caused by high-speed percolation and heterogeneous fracture morphology occurred in a
short period; furthermore, slow solute release was observed under weak convection in a
low permeability region.

As the confining stress decreases, the width of the double-fracture increases, while
the solute concentration in the fracture decreases rapidly under the convection of higher-
velocity fluids, and nonuniformly distributed block and ribbon-shaped solute concentration
areas appeared in the fracture area. As the aperture increases, the influence of the asperity
and roughness on the fluid flow state gradually decreases, and the vortex and inertial flow
phenomena gradually evolved into laminar flow. Compared with the solute morphology
under high confining stress, the time factor dominated the solute distribution under lower
confining stress. With the increase of time, the number and area of solute-intensive areas
decreased rapidly.

In the fracture intersections region, low-concentration solutes present a concentrated
distribution, and the distribution area gradually increases as the confining stress decreases.
Compared with the rough fracture surfaces, low-concentration cross fracture areas are more
sensitive in smooth fractures.

4.4. Loading Path

Figure 13a–c show that the apertures of inclined fractures and vertical fractures exhibit
different responses to the increase in confining stress at the same k. When k = 0, the confining
pressure increases from 6.3 MPa to 18.3 MPa, the apertures of vertical fractures decrease
from 31.4 to 24.2 µm, and the apertures of inclined fractures remain unchanged. Similar
phenomena are also observed at k = 0.5 and k = 1, the confining pressure increases from
9.3 MPa to 18.3 MPa, the apertures of the vertical fractures decreased by 5.1 µm and 5.2 µm,
and the apertures of inclined fractures decreased by 0.51 µm and 0.54 µm, respectively.
As the confining stress increases, apertures of inclined fractures experienced an initial
increase and then a dynamic decrease, while apertures of vertical fractures maintained a
uniform decrease. This observation indicates that the k value affects different morphological
fractures differently. As k increases, the apertures of inclined fractures decrease, while
those of vertical fractures remain more or less unchanged. When the confining stress is
10.3 MPa and k increases from 0.5 to 1, the apertures of inclined fractures decrease by
7.3 µm, while those of vertical fractures only decrease by 0.7 µm. In addition, when k = 0,
the apertures fluctuation amplitude of inclined fractures is 2 µm, while the apertures
fluctuation amplitude of inclined fractures is 9.1 µm and 4.3 µm for k = 0.5 and k = 1,
respectively. While apertures fluctuation amplitude vertical fractures remain more or less
unchanged with the increases of k. This observation indicates that the inclined fractures are
more sensitive than vertical fractures to changes of k. Thus, changes in axial stress have a
more significant effect on inclined fractures than on vertical fractures.
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Figure 12. Seepage solute transfer characteristics under different horizontal vertical stress at k = 0
(a) confining stress 18.3 MPa, axial stress 18.3 MPa, (b) confining stress 14.3 MPa, axial stress 18.3 MPa,
(c) confining stress 10.3 MPa, axial stress 18.3 MPa, (d) confining stress 7.3 MPa, axial stress 18.3 MPa,
(e) confining stress 6.3 MPa, axial stress 18.3 MPa.
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Figure 13. Relationship of the confining stress, aperture, seepage velocity, and concentration in
different loading conditions. (a) confining stress for a k = 0, (b) confining stress for a k = 0.5,
(c) confining stress for a k = 1, (d) the seepage velocity for a k = 0, (e) the seepage velocity for a k = 0.5,
(f) the seepage velocity for a k = 1.

Figure 13d–f show that the seepage velocity of the double-fracture increases with
the decrease in confining stress for a certain k. A fluctuation of the solute concentration
induced by the increase of confining stress in solute concentration was observed at 3 h.
This indicates that local retention and accelerated regional migration occur as solute is
transported through nonuniform interconnected voids, resulting in the fluctuation of the
solute concentration subjected to changes of confining stress. As k increases, the seepage
velocity generally decreases, and the confining stress corresponding to the peak value of
the seepage velocity increases from 8 MPa for k = 0 to 12.5 MPa for k = 1. In addition, as
k increases, the fluctuation of the solute concentration responding to the change of confining
stress gradually decreases.
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5. Conclusions

Combined with the developed mathematical model and FLAC3D-CFD simulator,
the migration of uranium-containing solute in fractured rock masses was studied, and
the influence of the sensitive factor on the evolution of fracture and uranium-containing
solution was analyzed, and the main achievements are as follows:

(1) A mathematical model describing the stress-dependent fracture structure and uranium-
containing solute transport was established. The evolution of a connected channel in
fracture aperture is influenced by the increase of confining stress, and a dynamic and
slight decrease zone was confirmed for confining stress of 5–13 MPa and 13–17 MPa.
The concentration of uranium-containing solution is directly influenced by the frac-
ture aperture and hydraulic pressure, and a 2–5 µm fracture aperture was identified
as a width threshold from a lower to higher uranium-containing solute concentration.

(2) The number and size of a connected channel decreased with the increase of confining
stress in double-fractures. The turbulent flow was presented in a high fluid velocity
and confining stress condition, and retention of uranium-containing solution charac-
terized by block and ribbon-shaped solute concentration areas was observed in both
inclined and vertical fractures, and dynamic decrease of uranium-containing solution
was presented at the fracture intersections region. The dynamic decrease presented in
the initial 12 h, and a slight decrease presented in the following period.

(3) The loading and unloading direction and rate significantly influence the fracture
geometry and uranium-containing solute transportation. As the ration of vertical
stress loading and horizontal stress loading k increases, the decrease in fracture aper-
ture, seepage velocity, and uranium-containing solute concentration was observed.
In addition, high seepage velocity and strong solute transport capacity for k = 1, and
the laminar flow for k = 0 were observed.
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